Homecoming - 11/4/2017 - Tulane vs. Cincinnati

LBC Quad

#1: ATO Alumni
#2: DKE Alumni
#3: Greenbackers
#4: Greenbackers
#5: Office of Human Resources
#6: Wave Craze
#7: Delta Tau Delta Alumni
#8: AePi Alumni
#9: School of Liberal Arts

Newcomb Quad

#10: School of Public Health & Tropical Medicine
#11: Men’s Basketball
#12: Zeta Psi Alumni
#13: Goldberg
#14: Sigma Nu Alumni
#15: LeCoque/Berz
#16: Liebow/Aryeh
#17: Raising Canes (Sponsor)

Student Section

#20: Newcomb Alumnae Association
#21: School of Professional Development
#22: Freeman School of Business
#23: Biomedical Engineering
#24: Newcomb-Tulane College
#25: Howard-Tilton Library
#26: Tulane Hullabaloo
#27: Altman Programs
#28: Society of Tulane Engineers
#29: School of Science & Engineering

#30: USG
#31: NPHC (National Pan-Hellenic Council)
#32: Pi Beta Phi
#33: Phi Gamma Delta
#34: Alpha Eplison Phi
#35: Tidal Wave
#36: Alpha Kappa Alpha
#37: AePi
#38: Felipes (Sponsor)
#39: Exceptional Dental (Sponsor)

Concessions

Guest Services